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This two-volume set, LNAI 10234 and 10235, constitutes the thoroughly refereed
proceedings of the 21st Pacific-Asia Conference on Advances in Knowledge Discovery
and Data Mining, PAKDD 2017, held in Jeju, South Korea, in May 2017. The 129 full
papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 458 submissions. They are
organized in topical sections named: classification and deep learning; social network
and graph mining; privacy-preserving mining and security/risk applications; spatiotemporal and sequential data mining; clustering and anomaly detection; recommender
system; feature selection; text and opinion mining; clustering and matrix factorization;
dynamic, stream data mining; novel models and algorithms; behavioral data mining;
graph clustering and community detection; dimensionality reduction.
This book is an accompanying textbook for an introductory course in microprocessing.
Using the Arduino IDE platform, it explains introductory electronics, programming,
microprocessing, and data collection techniques to allow students to start designing
and building their own instruments for research projects. The course starts from a
beginner level, assuming no prior knowledge in these areas. The format of the book is
that of a laboratory manual, which can be used as a stand-alone crash-course for a selfmotivated student, or be directly adopted as a course textbook for an elective in a
college or university context. This text was originally developed for PHC435
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Pharmaceutical Data Acquisition and Analysis, and PHM1138 Electronics for
Pharmaceutical Applications at the Leslie Dan Faculty of Pharmacy of the University of
Toronto. The book includes various fun lab activities that increase in difficulty, and
enough theory and practical advice to help complement the activities with
understanding.
The author have used numerical examples as the means for presentation of the
underlying ideas of different operations research techniques.Accordingly,a large
number of comprehensive solved examples,taken from a variety of fields,have been
added in every chapter and they are followed by a set of unsolved problems with
answers(and hints wherever required)through which readers can test their
understanding of the subject matter.The book,in its present form,contains around
650,examples,1,280 illustrative diagrams.
Managerial Accounting provides students with a clear introduction to fundamental
managerial accounting concepts. One of the major goals of this product is to orient
students to the application of accounting principles and techniques in practice. By
providing students with numerous opportunities for practice with a focus on real-world
companies, students are better prepared as decision makers in the contemporary
business world.
This book provides a comprehensive overview of reaction processes in the Earth's
crust and on its surface, both in the laboratory and in the field. A clear exposition of the
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underlying equations and calculation techniques is balanced by a large number of fully
worked examples. The book uses The Geochemist's Workbench® modeling software,
developed by the author and already installed at over 1000 universities and research
facilities worldwide. Since publication of the first edition, the field of reaction modeling
has continued to grow and find increasingly broad application. In particular, the
description of microbial activity, surface chemistry, and redox chemistry within reaction
models has become broader and more rigorous. These areas are covered in detail in
this new edition, which was originally published in 2007. This text is written for graduate
students and academic researchers in the fields of geochemistry, environmental
engineering, contaminant hydrology, geomicrobiology, and numerical modeling.
Monoclonal Antibodies: A Practical Approach covers the preparation, testing,
derivation, and applications of monoclonal antibodies. New immunological techniques
incorporating tried and tested methodologies are described, making the book of interest
to established and inexperienced immunologists. Both the standard somatic
hybridization technique and recombinant techniques, including the use of phage
libraries, for the preparation of rodent and human monoclonal antibodies are described.
Protocols for both the small and large scale production are detailed, as well as
purification and labelling (with both radioisotopes and non-radioisotopes) methods. The
applications of monoclonal antibodies in immunoblotting, enzyme linked
immunoassays, immunofluorescence, and FACS analysis are all covered in detail.
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Finally protocols are given for the use of monoclonal antibodies in rheumatoid arthritis,
tissue typing, detecting DNA modified during chemotherapy, and in the clinical analysis
of transplantation samples for malignancy. This book will therefore be an invaluable
laboratory companion to anyone using monoclonal antibodies in their research.
Physics for IIT-JEE
This pedagogically innovative and interactive corporate finance textbook not only
introduces and develops core corporate finance material, but does so in a way that will
capture the imagination of UK and international business and management students at
undergraduate, postgraduate and professional level. As well as offering an in-depth
examination of the key areas of the corporate finance syllabus, this text incorporates
interesting and topical examples, cases and illustrations, bringingreal life to bear on the
concepts presented, and creating a lively, engaging learning tool. An activity-based
approach and a unique, approachable writing style make this textbook the perfect
companion for students on introductory corporate finance modules. Online Resource
Centre For students * Key learning points for each chapter * Two further mini-cases for
each chapter with questions and answers * Critical Thinking / review questions * Ten
self test quantitative questions with answers * Pod cast introduction to chapters * Webbased simulation game * MP3 transcripts of interviews with finance specialists For
lecturers * Instructor's manual to include PowerPoint Slides with a facility to customise
into a course pack * Short answer questions / answers * Suggestions for discursive
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questions * Tutorial solutions and case study answer outlines * Testbank of questions
on different levels (to follow the case study categories - theoretical, practical, strategic,
investor, reflective)
This Teacher Support file comprehensively supports the New National Framework
Mathematics 7* pupil book, which is an ideal resource for lower ability pupils targeting
National Curriculum Levels 2-4.
View IS project management as an art as well as a science. . . . There are a number of
books out there on project management. What is different and specific about this book?
There is a balance between socio-cultural and technical aspects and there is a balance
between qualitative and quantitative aspects – project management is seen as both an
art and a science. It provides an information systems orientation for project
management: neither information technology oriented on the one side nor production
and operations oriented on the other, but of application to both within an organizationalwide view. It stresses information systems as a whole, not just software development –
no project is successful if only software aspects are considered. It gives a truly
international view of the domain – examples and experiences from different parts of the
world add richness as well as context to the material. Globalization has ensured that
most projects take on an international dimension. The book provides a coherent
explanation of the concerns of the project manager as the project develops through the
project life cycle – it does not follow a 'kitchen sink approach'. Each chapter has the
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following consistent structure: introduction and outline, an exhibit, the main text with
examples, chapter summary, exercises, discussion questions, interview with project
manager and appendix – this structure provides coherence and consistency. The
exhibit, interview and appendix contain real-world examples, experiences, case studies,
discussion material, software descriptions and professional codes – these provide
material for class discussion and group work. The material has been used on our
courses in the United States, Europe and Australia, given to practitioners as well as
students (both undergraduate and postgraduate) – it has been well tested as part of our
own project managemenThe material in this text has been proven successful through
repeated use in courses in the United States, Europe, and Australia, by practitioners as
well as undergraduate and postgraduate students. Intended Audience This core text is
designed for advanced undergraduate and graduate courses such as Management
Information Systems, Computer Information Systems, Information Systems, and
Decision and Information Systems in the departments of information systems,
information technology, and business.
Provides details of the activities outlined on the Teacher Card. Differentiated activities
are provided, from paired and group work, to whole class investigations. The activities
provide an opportunity for further teaching or STA input. Key learning points are
identified for each activity.
Explore math concepts, explore "real-world" situations, encourage logical thinking,
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motivate your students.
The Managing Planning and Scheduling Module is to introduce the tools, techniques
and methodologies that have been identified as being “best tested and proven”
practices associated with planning and scheduling, which have been found to work on
“most projects, most of the time”; provide a logical or rationale sequence showing
when those tools or techniques would normally and customarily be used and in
selected instances, show how to use those tools/techniques and/or where to find
additional information on how to use or apply them.
This is an introductory course textbook in electronics, programming, and
microprocessing. It explains how to connect and control various electronic components,
how to wire and read common types of sensors, and how to amplify, filter, and smooth
sensor readings. This will allow the learner to start designing and building their own
equipment for research projects. The course starts at a beginner level, assuming no
prior knowledge in these areas. Programming and microprocessing are taught using the
Arduino IDE. This book can serve as a stand-alone crash course for a self-motivated
learner. It can also be directly adopted as a course textbook for an elective in a college,
university, or high school context. Sections include various fun lab activities that
increase in difficulty, and enough theory and practical advice to help complement the
activities with understanding. Resources are provided to the instructor to organize the
lectures, activities, and individual student design projects. These tools will help any
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reader turn their electronic project ideas into functional prototypes.
This brief, user-friendly text is designed for students with little or no background in
developing a personal fitness program. Topics covered in Get Fit, Stay Fit include
principles of cardiorespiratory fitness, muscular strength and endurance, flexibility,
limiting body fat, and nutrition. Key points have been emphasized to explain why certain
aspects of physical fitness should be important to individuals, and how to become an
informed consumer of physical fitness equipment and services
The Allen Laboratory Manual for Anatomy and Physiology, 6th Edition contains dynamic and
applied activities and experiments that help students both visualize anatomical structures and
understand complex physiological topics. Lab exercises are designed in a way that requires
students to first apply information they learned and then critically evaluate it. With many
different format options available, and powerful digital resources, it’s easy to customize this
laboratory manual to best fit your course.
Provide a description about the book that does not include any references to package
elements. This description will provide a description where the core, text-only product or an
eBook is sold. Please remember to fill out the variations section on the PMI with the book only
information. Just getting started in the computer world? This introductory text, CENTURY
21TM, JR. COMPUTER APPLICATIONS WITH KEYBOARDING, 3E is the perfect companion
for navigation of computer basics, file management, the Internet, keyboarding, word
processing, desktop publishing, spreadsheets, presentations, and databases. CENTURY 21,
JR. provides step-by-step guidance, with engaging activities. Units are divided into easy-toPage 8/12
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manage chapters and projects will help students learn the features of Microsoft Office 2013
and 365. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
In Cytochrome P450 Protocols, Ian Phillips and Elizabeth Shephard assemble a
comprehensive collection of cutting-edge techniques for the investigation of cytochromes
P450. Described in detail by hands-on experimentalists for easy reproducibility, these methods
include spectral analysis, purification and enzymatic assays, expression in heterologous
systems, and the production and use of antibodies, as well as methods for quantification of
gene expression, transfection of hepatocytes, and for the investigation of DNA-protein
interactions and genetic polymorphisms. In addition, because of the growing importance of in
vitro systems in pharmacological toxicology, the book contains techniques for the culture of
rodent and human hepatocytes and human epidermis. Cytochrome P450 induction as a
biomarker for environmental pollution and the generation of mice with targeted gene
disruptions complete this exhaustive collection of core techniques. Cytochrome P450 Protocols
includes in one volume both state-of-the-art and classic methods that have not been
superseded but remain extremely useful. The collection provides both novice and experienced
researchers across many fields-toxicology, pharmacology, environmental biology,
biochemistry, and molecular biology-all the tools needed to elucidate the crucial biological role
played by cytochromes P450 in the metabolism of therapeutic drugs, chemical carcinogens,
and environmental pollutants.
Post - Translational Modification: A Practical Approach and its companion volume Protein
Expression: A Practical Approach form the final part of the PAS mini-series on protein
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synthesis and processing. This volume begins with a chapter on protein sequencing followed
by a chapter on protein folding and import into organelles. The next three chapters cover the
three major forms of covalent modification: phosphorylation, glycosylation, and lipid
modification. Proteolytic processing the is the next topic and the final two chapters are
concerned with protein turnover in mammalian cells and yeast. This book is a comprehensive
volume of the best current methodology and is designed to be used at the bench or away from
the bench to gain insight into future experimental approached.
Clinical Nursing Calculations is an essential text for teaching dosage calculation to
undergraduate nursing students.

Exploring a vast array of topics related to computation, Computing: A Historical
and Technical Perspective covers the historical and technical foundation of
ancient and modern-day computing. The book starts with the earliest references
to counting by humans, introduces various number systems, and discusses
mathematics in early civilizations. It guides readers all the way through the latest
advances in computer science, such as the design and analysis of computer
algorithms. Through historical accounts, brief technical explanations, and
examples, the book answers a host of questions, including: Why do humans
count differently from the way current electronic computers do? Why are there 24
hours in a day, 60 minutes in an hour, etc.? Who invented numbers, when were
they invented, and why are there different kinds? How do secret writings and
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cryptography date back to ancient civilizations? Innumerable individuals from
many cultures have contributed their talents and creativity to formulate what has
become our mathematical and computing heritage. By bringing together the
historical and technical aspects of computing, this book enables readers to gain a
deep appreciation of the long evolutionary processes of the field developed over
thousands of years. Suitable as a supplement in undergraduate courses, it
provides a self-contained historical reference source for anyone interested in this
important and evolving field.
Each unit in the "New Abacus" programme begins with whole-class teaching. All
the direct teaching to introduce a concept is on the front of the Teacher Card; the
back has: further teaching; references to differentiated practical activities,
workbook or textbook pages and photocopy masters.
Operations research is the fast developing branch of science which deals with
the most of the engineering activities. It consist of many models which are used
to obtain the optimum solution for different activities. Operations research is a
procedure which is executed iteratively for comparing various solutions till the
optimum or satisfactory solution is obtained. An important aspect of the optimal
design process is the formulation of the problem in a mathematical format which
is acceptable to an algorithm and thus find out the optimal solution. These
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techniques are extensively used in those engineering design problem where the
emphasis is on maximising or minimising a certain goal. This book is the
introduction to the different techniques in operations research. The subject does
not require a high level of mathematical knowledge. Each chapter of the book
have examples from variety of fields. Our hope is that this book, through its
careful explanations of concepts, practical examples and techniques bridges the
gap between knowledge and proper application of that knowledge.
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